Abstract-A method of optimal test frequency selection for analog circuit fault diagnosis is proposed. The method simulates the circuit faulty states only in the bands with highest fault sensitivity and that reduces part of simulation cost. Test frequency selection is considered as a multi-objective optimization problem, discrete particle swarm algorithm is used as a new approach to get optimal test frequency sets. An example shows that the proposed method is effective in frequency selection and works more efficiently compared with genetic algorithm.
INTRODUCTION
Analog circuit automatic test and fault diagnosis is becoming more important with the rapid growth of mixed analog/digital circuit. Present fault diagnosis methods are generally divided into two categories [1] : SBT(Simulation Before Test) and SAT(Simulation After Test); SBT method is mainly based on fault dictionary technique, and SAT method solves the component parameter value via linear or nonlinear equations to locate the faulty components.
Because now analog circuit is becoming more integrated, circuit accessible test nodes are few, so in order to acquire more information about the components' faults in a circuit under test, multi-frequency test is a better choice. Sinusoidal signals of various frequencies are input to the circuit and the response voltage are measured at output nodes, it shows that appropriate test frequencies are helpful to fault diagnosis. R. Saeks [2] select test frequencies simply by maximize the rank of Jacobian matrix of fault diagnosis equation, S.Mir [3] use maximum sensitivity analysis in the frequency domain. Recently artificial intelligence is introduced in frequency selection, Francesco Grasso [4] construct sensitivity matrix with different components, define index signature to optimal frequency selection. Nagi [5] use heuristic search method select frequency, but that can't ensure minimal test set. P.Jantos [6] use genetic algorithm to select optimal frequency, but need simulation in entire band before test.
The method proposed in this paper has improvements in two aspects: one is reduction of simulation cost. The method needn't simulate in entire circuit work band before test, it only selects the bands in which the fault has maximum sensitivity to simulate; The other improvement is the utilization of discrete particle swarm algorithm in test frequency selection, the algorithm select the minimal test frequency set by multi-objective optimization and works more efficiently than other algorithms.
II. THE PRINCPLE OF TEST FREQUENCY SELECTION
When an analog circuit is tested using multi-frequency method, the main idea of test frequency selection is just to find the frequencies at which the component's faults can be more obvious than other frequencies. The whole test frequency set of the CUT(Circuit Under Test) is assumed to be F. Test frequency selection process is to find the subset F sub of set F, and the subset F sub is the minimal complete test set. So the size of set F sub is the minimal, although F sub consists of less frequency elements than set F, the frequency elements in set F sub have the same fault diagnosability as elements in set F, that is to say, F sub is the minimal set of test frequencies which guarantees maximum fault coverage and maximal fault diagnosability at the same time. So the test frequency selection is substantially a multi-objective optimization problem, and we can get the best test frequencies by some optimization algorithms such as genetic algorithm and so on, in this paper we try to select the frequencies by using particle swarm algorithm. In the following paragraphs we will introduce the particle swarm algorithm in detail.
Particle swarm optimization is a novel population-based searching technique as an alternative to genetic algorithm, it was proposed by Kennedy J and Eberhart R C [7] in 1995. The particle swarm algorithm adopt a velocity-position model, the algorithm initial a swarm of random particles at beginning time, every particles has its own velocity which determine its moving directions and distance, the particle search the best position of its own and among populations, and is evaluated by the fitness function. Suppose in a searching space of D dimensions, there is a populations consisting of N particles, among which the position variable of the ith particle at moment k X i (k) is:
At the next moment k+1, the ith particle's position and velocity are updated by the following formula:
The 2nd International Conference on Computer Application and System Modeling (2012) Where c 1 and c 2 are accelerating constants, r 1 and r 2 are random constants in interval [0,1], P i represents the ever best position of the ith particle, P g represents the global best position of all the particles in the population. The position fitness of a particle is evaluated by a fitness function, all the particles in population moves towards the position with highest fitness value. Although the particle swarm algorithm converge quickly, it often falls into local extreme, so to avoid this, Shi Y [8] introduced a linear inertia variable w into the update formula, the improved velocity updating formula is:
Variable w describe the impact of previous moment velocity on current velocity, and the change of its value can control its global searching ability, in this paper we choose w a linearly changing value
Where w ini is the initial inertia value, w end is the end inertia value, K max is the maximum iteration number.
The particle swarm algorithm has been successfully used in many problems, but many optimization problem is in discrete space, based on continuous PSO Kennedy and Eberhart R C developed Discrete Particle Swarm Optimization [9] in 1997, the PSO is extended to discrete space. In the DPSO every particle's position value is in binary form which is either 0 or 1. The velocity variable represents the change possibility of the position variable, the position of next moment is decided by the sigmoid function value of velocity, since the sigmoid function value is in the interval [0,1], when the value exceeds a previously defined threshold, the position variable becomes 1, otherwise it is 0. In DPSO algorithm the position variable updating equation is:
DPSO is an effective algorithm for optimization problem, we try to utilize it in test frequencies selection, in the next section, we focus on the detailed procedure.
III. TEST FREQUENCY SELECT PROCEDURE
The proposed method of test frequency selection in this paper belongs to SBT category. The frequency selection process mainly includes two steps: firstly we need define fault states in the circuit and simulate the fault states by circuit simulation software at various test frequencies. After simulation we can construct a fault dictionary for all the frequencies; Secondly we set the relevant parameters of the particle swarm algorithm and use it to search a minimal test frequency set based on the derived fault dictionary.
In the stage of fault dictionary construction, we need to define the faulty states of the circuit before simulation, the faulty states may include hard faults and parametric faults, hard faults are due to a catastrophic change in an element value like open circuit or short circuit cases. Soft faults are due to a change in an element value from its nominal value without reaching its extreme bounds. The circuit states set S is defined as S={S 0 ,S 1 ,…,S L }, in which L is the number of faulty states, S 0 denotes the fault free state, and the others denote faulty states of the components. 
In order to reduce the simulation work, we use the method proposed in [10] , which compute the amplitude sensitivity of every fault, and choose the frequency band with highest sensitivity to simulate. We can get the sensitivity curve of every fault via the simulation software Pspice during the simulation stage. In the selected band the fault sensitivity is highest, so the change caused by the fault is most obvious, and this is helpful to detect the faults. Through doing this we reduce part of simulation work before test.
After simulation a fault dictionary for the circuit under test is constructed, It is matrix M L*N with L rows and N columns which reflect L faulty states at N frequencies. DPSO is adopted to select the optimal test frequency set. Define a binary N dimensional vector 1 2 [ , , , ]
, a ij denotes the jth test frequency f j is selected or not, when f j is selected a ij =1, otherwise a ij =0, so the X i substantially denotes a set of frequencies. If X i is looked as the position variable of ith particle, when the particle reach the best position, the solution of optimal position X i corresponds to the optimal selected frequency set.
In the particle swarm algorithm a key issue is designing a proper fitness function. The fitness function value of a particle decides its search direction and whether it is selected, so the fitness function construction is important. The fitness function needs to reflect fault detection rate, fault isolation rate and test cost factors. The smaller a fault testability is, the lower possibility of the fault being detected is. If faulty state S i can only be detected at frequency f i and f j , then its testability is 2. If we remove f i and f j from necessary frequency, faulty state S i can't be detected any more, so selecting the frequencies with small fault coverage is helpful to detect and isolate faulty states, and assures the fault detection rate and isolation rate of test frequency set. For a single frequency in the frequency set, its fitness can be evaluated by formula ():
where N(f i ) is total faults' quantity that frequency f i can detect; S(f i ) is the minimum testability of faults that frequency f i can detect, the testability of a fault is equal to the frequency quantity which can detect the fault; Coefficient a is a regulating constant, if we want the optimal test frequency set has high fault detection rate, the value of a is equal to a constant in interval [0,1].
When it comes to evaluate the fitness value of a frequency set, the fitness function involves not only the fault detection rate and isolation rate but also other factors such as test cost or the number of frequencies, so the fitness function is constructed as formula (4):
Where FD η is fault detection rate, FI η is fault isolation rate, T is the original frequency set, T s is the selected frequency set, N is the number of test in T s , c i is the test cost of frequency f i . The fitness function in formula (9) integrates fault detection rate, fault isolation rate and test cost in one function, and this turns multi-objective optimization problem into single objective optimization.
The detailed procedure to select optimal test frequency set for the circuit under test is performed following next steps: step 1 Initialize a population consisting of p num particles, set the maximum iteration number i max . The beginning position variable X i (0) of particle i is a random binary vector and the particle's velocity variable v i (0) takes a random value, step 2 Compute the fitness function value of all particles in the population according to formual (4), P i and P g are initialized with the particle position owning highest fitness value.
step 3 In the kth iteration, the position variable X i (k) and velocity variable v i (k) of the ith particle are updated according to formula (3) . step 4 Compute the fitness value of ith particle f(i) according to formula (9) and compare with f(P i ), records the larger one as P i among all particles. step 5 if i≤p num , let i=i+1, go to step 3, else go to step 6. step 6 if k ≤ i max , record the position with maximum fitness value as P g , let k=k+1, go to step 3, else end.
In the DPSO algorithm, when several particles has the same fitness value with the best position value P g , then these particles are also retained in a set. So there perhaps exist a group of solutions for optimal test frequency selection among the same frequency set.
IV. APPLICATION EXAMPLE
In this section we illustrate the proposed algorithm of test frequency selection by an example. Figure 1 is the schematic of a lowpass filter. The filter is consist of 6 analog components and a operator amplifier, every component's parameter value is known, the tolerance of every component is 5%
±
. We define the faults that the parameter deviate 50% ± from the component's nominal value, and 2 extra parametric faults are considered for the two capacitors, S 0 is the fault free state, so there are 15 states considered in the example circuit. The defined states are simulated in a fault sensitive band which includes 13 various test frequencies. Every circuit state we run 20 Monte Carlo simulations and record the maximum and minimum RMS voltages at the output node, these voltages are divided into 6 fuzzy groups, the simulation results are shown in table 1.
The fault dictionary matrix is input into DPSO program, the particles population number is set to be 20, and maximum iteration number is 50, constant a is 1. In order to compare the algorithm performance we use both DPSO algorithm and genetic algorithm to select the circuit test frequencies. Both algorithm are Operated on the same computer, the DPSO algorithm spends 5.76 seconds to get the right solution, but the genetic algorithm takes about 12 seconds to derive the solution. The test frequency selection method based on DPSO is also tested by some large fault dictionary with more faulty states, frequencies and fuzzy intervals, experiment results show that the DPSO converge more quickly than genetic algorithm and the solution is globally optimal. In the algorithm performance analysis we also find that the DPSO algorithm using formula (3) converge more slowly than using formula (4), so the inertia weight algorithm is better than the basic DPSO.
V. SUMMARIES
Test frequency selection is an important step for analog circuit automatic testing. An efficient test frequency selection method based on discrete particle swarm algorithm is proposed. The novelty of the method is the integration of discrete particle swarm algorithm, through designing fitness function the test frequency selection is treated as an optimization problem in discrete space. The proposed method is tested on an example circuit, and simulation results show that the DPSO algorithm has better performance compared with other optimization algorithm, it converges quickly and the final results are globally optimal. So the proposed frequency selection method are applicable in analog circuit automatic testing and fault diagnosis.
